
Glyerin, also known as glyerine and glyerol, ( ) ranks among the most interesting liquids. Aording

to Wikipedia, the free enylopaedia,
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its freezing point is 17.8 ◦

C. Just a typo (perhaps a missing minus sign), one

might think, as nobody has ever seen glyerin freeze in the bottle on the shelf when the temperature in the room

dropped to 15 ◦

C. However, when heking in more detailed and authoritative referenes, one is ba�ed to see that

Wikipedia is indeed orret: the freezing point of it is 17.8 ◦

C.

How is this possible? Conentrated glyerin is a highly hygrosopi (moisture absorbing) substane. If it omes into

ontat with air � e.g., when its ontainer is opened � it an absorb and �x the moisture (water vapour) present in

the air. Glyerin used in experiments performed in diret ontat with the atmosphere is always an aqueous solution.

The onentration of the glyerin sold in pharmaies is usually 80 to 90 perent, the remaining 10 to 20 perent being

water. Experiments show that the freezing point of 80-mass-perent glyerin is −20 ◦

C, while that of 70-mass-perent

glyerin is even lower, so neither will freeze in the deep freezer at −15 ◦

. They will beome highly visous, with a

onsistene muh like that of honey � but they will not solidify.

Let us examine the other extreme: when a small quantity of glyerin is dissolved in a lot of water. The freezing

point of pure water is 0 ◦

C; when a small amount of glyerin is added to it, the freezing point of the mixture falls

below 0 ◦

C. When the proportion of glyerin is just 1%, the freezing point is −0.2 ◦

C, and it drops below −1 ◦

C when

the amount of glyerin reahes 5%.

How an one reonile the seemingly ontraditory data for dilute and onentrated glyerin solutions?

�Dilute� solutions are binary (two-omponent) mixtures in whih the ratio of the two omponents (that mix perfetly

with one another) is either very high or very low. The omponent whose proportion in the solution is large (small)

is alled the solvent (solute). Using theoretial thermodynami onsiderations, one an derive a relation for dilute

solutions whih states that the freezing-point depression is proportional to the mass ratio of the two omponents, and

the proportionality fator depends on the freezing point and the latent heat of fusion of the solvent, as well as the

molar mass of the solute. This relation an be found in many textbooks:

Freezing-point depression for dilute (non-eletrolyti) solutions:

∆T = T2 − T1 =
RT 2
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where T2 (T1) is the freezing point of the pure solvent (solution), m (m
sol

) is the mass of the solute (solvent), M is

the molar mass of the solute, and R is the universal gas onstant.

Applying the previous general relation to the ase of little glyerin in a lot of water:
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(The molar mass M of glyerin is readily alulated from its strutural formula C3H5(OH)
3
.)

Introduing the variable x for the onentration of glyerin in the solution (in other words, its weight or mass

perentage),
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one obtains
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thus the numerial value of tI, the freezing point of the dilute solution measured in Celsius degrees is given by

tI = −20.16
x

1− x
(0 ≤ x ≪ 1).

Consider now the ase when the mixture ontains muh more glyerin than water. In this ase the freezing-point

depression is

∆T =
RT 2
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Keeping the variable x for the onentration of glyerin,

m
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x
, and so tII, the freezing point measured

in Celsius degrees is given by

tII = 17.8− 194.43
1− x

x
(0 ≪ x ≤ 1).
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Let us plot both funtions, and extend formally their domains of validity up to the point where the two graphs

�meet� (Figure 1 ), and then ompare this diagram with real experimental data (Figure 2 ).

Figure 1

Figure 2

The similarity is striking! The unjusti�ed extrapolation of the funtions (tI and tII) seems to be little o�. The

extrapolation predits a minimum for the freezing point of the glyerin-water mixture. True, aording to measurements

it is not at x = 0.729 but rather at x = 0.667, and the minimum value is −46.5 ◦C instead of −54.3 ◦C. Nonetheless,
measured data are perfetly along the theoretial urve for x ≤ 0.3 and stay in its viinity afterwards, while for large

values of x they are along a straight line, the tangent drawn to the other end (x = 1) of the urve.
Needless to say, the theoretial urves tI and tII are obtained from experimental data: these funtions were deter-

mined using the measured values for the freezing points and latent heats of fusion of pure water and pure glyerin.

The freezing-point urves of binary mixtures are usually similar to the one seen above for the mixture of water

and glyerin. It is justi�ed to all this urve the freezing-point urve: when ooling a substane, freezing starts in its

points.

The melting point of a pure, single-omponent substane is known to be idential to its freezing point: melting

and freezing happen at the same temperature � and this temperature remains unaltered until melting or freezing is

omplete. It is well known that the fundamental points of the Celsius (entigrade) sale were �rst determined using

the temperatures of melting ie and boiling water at standard atmospheri pressure.

When ooling a binary mixture (of onstant omposition) from the liquid phase, the appearane of the �rst

rystalline piees marks the freezing point. When ooling the system further, the temperature does not stay unaltered

but dereases. The frozen-out rystals are made up of solvent, therefore the remaining liquid phase will beome not

only older but also more onentrated.

Let us examine the equilibrium phase diagram of binary mixtures on the example of the water-glyerin mixture

(Figure 3 ).
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Figure 3

To a ertain extent, our �ndings are valid for binary alloys of metal; in this ontext the meeting point of the

two freezing-point urves is termed the euteti point. Only for the onentration xE orresponding to this point

(for the mixture of water and glyerin xE = 0.667) may the mixture freeze as one-omponent, pure substanes do

upon ooling, i.e. at a single, onstant temperature TE . Similarly: a solid mixture of euteti omposition melts at

this onstant temperature upon heating. For all other onentration values temperature hanges during freezing or

melting. When freezing the mixture, it passes from a purely liquid state through two-omponent states to a perfetly

solid, rystalline state � with its temperature hanging throughout the proess!

It should be noted about the binary regions that the solid phase always ontains a single omponent, while the

mass ratio of the two omponents in the liquid phase an be determined from the ratio of the lengths of two setions.

These are obtained by drawing a horizontal line in the equilibrium phase diagram through the point representing the

state in question; then one of the setions runs from the point to the freezing-point urve, and the other to the vertial

axis.

If one nevertheless deides to determine the freezing point of a binary mixture by su�iently ooling it and then

gradually warming it up, he should remember that in most ases the su�iently ooled substane is not ompletely

frozen either. When freezing the dilute aqueous solution of glyerin, water ie is formed, and onentrated glyerin

solution is present in its interior as well as on its surfae � whih is not readily seen, sine its mass is very little

ompared to that of the ie. When the system is heated, ie starts to melt gradually, and the temperature inreases.

The temperature where the last tiny ie rystal melts is the freezing point. Before this should take plae, interesting

phenomena an be observed at somewhat lower temperatures, e.g. ie breaking up into snow-rystal-like forms. Note

however that this does not happen at the harateristi temperature of the phase transition.

Finally, it is worth noting that in the foregoing only equilibrium states of binary systems have been disussed. When

heated or ooled too quikly, the system has no time to reah equilibrium, and in suh ases so-alled nonequilibrium

states may be formed. The primary indiators of suh states are temperature inhomogeneity (i.e., temperature at the

vessel's wall is di�erent from that at its middle) and the irreproduibility of the readings of the thermometer. In suh

ases it is not the thermometer that is at error: the state itself is indeterminate. It may our even in single-omponent

pure substanes that upon rapid ooling from the liquid state the material solidi�es without developing a rystalline

struture. This state is the glassy or vitreous state, and the temperature where the visosity of the material goes to

in�nity is alled the vitri�ation temperature. For onentrated glyerin this is −88 ◦

C.
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